CAPT. BARTLETT AND HARRY WHITNEY TO LEAD
AMERICAN EXPEDITION TO SEEK SOUTH POLE

The Whitney Party's Method of Travelling in the Arctic. From a Photograph by Harry Whitney.

First Announcement Through The Times of an American Effort to Plant the Stars and Stripes in the Furthest Antarctic by Peary's Old Captain and the Well-Known Arctic Traveler — A Race Against Scott's English Expedition.

I HAVE mailed the stars and stripes in the north pole — with these words Peary thrilled the world only a few moments ago. The other Americans have far behind them. We will not see the stars and stripes in the north pole again.

The American expedition for the discovery of the south pole will find one advantage over its English rival. The expenses will be less than the expenses of the English expedition, which has already started.

The men are under the care of Dr. Cook, the expedition's leader. The American expedition is expected to make a successful journey in the Arctic, as the American expedition is expected to make a successful journey in the Arctic.

The Scene of the Race for the South Pole, The English Expedition, Under Capt. Scott, Will Go In from New Zealand, While the American Expedition, Under Bartlett and Whitney, Will Go In from South America.

The turn back of a gin chain of ice was not a hundred miles from the ice shelf. And now that Scott, Scott has actually visited the south pole again, in another attempt to make the British flag fly at the south pole, the American expedition is expected to make a successful journey in the Arctic.

The American expedition is expected to make a successful journey in the Arctic, as the American expedition is expected to make a successful journey in the Arctic.

Harry Whitney and One of His Exploits.

Mount Erebus, the Southernmost Volcano Snapped by Five of the Shackleton Expedition.
AMERICAN EXPEDITION TO SEEK THE SOUTH POLE.

Of several wealthy clubmen who announced that they would immediately finance an expedition to the South Pole with Peary on his recent successful expedition with the term 'South Pole' alone made good.

Harry Whitney.

Capt. Robert Falcon Scott, the Brit-...